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DELETE
SAVE
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RECHARGE
DOWNLOAD
ERASE 
BROADCAST
SWICH OFF
NOT REACHBLE
INCOMING
OUT GOING
INBOX 
OUT BOX 
HOLD 
SEND 
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Begin the day with,
Love in the heart,
Expect blessings
Share goodness,
Shine like the sun,
Inspire some one,
Never forget that,
God is with you all the time
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See your Goal
Under stand the obstacles 

Create positive and mental picture 

 Clear your mend of self doubt  

Embrace the challange 
Stay on track 
 Show the world that you can do it   
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Forget

Everything

And

Run



Face

Everything

And

Raise
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Being the day with 
Love in the heart 
Share goodness 
Shine like sun 
Inspire someone 
Never forget that 
Gos is with you all the time  
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Heart ear 
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AUGUST 
Ark 
Untill 
God 
Unveils 
Something 
Tangible 
September 
Speak the truth 
Enter the gates with thanksgiging
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Pray without ceasing 
Trust in the Lord 
Exalt the named God forever 
Magnify the Lord 
Believe in God promises 
Expect to receive blessings 
Rest in the assurence of Victory 
November  
No weapon formed against you shall prosper


Oil of altation shall be your portion 
Venarable you shall be in this month


Elevation shall be your portion


Mourning shall be far away 
Because he lives you are untouchable


Every occusing thing dissaian Rejoice
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1. you are loved Jermiah 31:3

2. you are special Ephesi 2:10

3. you are created with purpose Jermiah 29:11

4. you are cared Ephesi 3:17-19

5. you are lovely Daniel 12:3

6. you are Precious 1Cor 6:20

7. you are strong Psalm 18:35

8. you are Important 1peter 2:9

9. you are forgiven Psalm 103:12

10. you are new ocation 2Cor 5:17

11. you are protected Psalm 121:3
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Try for better Future

True in your work


Trust in God then success will be you
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Shephereding God

 Everlasting God

 Prince of peace

 Truthful God

 Everlating God Loving God

Mercyful God

 Beautiful God

Ever present in times of trouble

 Right our God
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Always Be Cool

Do not have Ego with Friends and family

Give up Hating Individuals

Just Keep Loving Mankind

Never Omit Prayers

Quietly Remember God

Speak Truth Use Valid Words

Xpress Your Zeal
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SIN IRELATIONSHIP
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WE

EGO


LOVE
       




SMILE 

RUMOUR 

      

SUCCESS 




KNOWLEDGE
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FRIENDSHIP 
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<ŠjáT
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 BIBLE     Basic Instruction for before

leaving earth. 
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WOMAN  Wonderful Out standing Marvellous
adorable and nice person 
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Personality of Holy Spirit

Presence of Holy Spirit - 

Power of Holy Spirit 

Prayer of Holy Spirit - 
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G - Get up. 

O - Open your  heart. 

O - Open your mind.  


D - Dedicate your day to God. 


M - Meditate. 

O - Optimise your resources.    


R - Rebuke all negative thoughts.



N - Never underestimate your potential.

 

I - Inspire someone. 
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N - Never loose faith. 

G - Go out with joy & confidence. 
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Avoid Bad Company



Do not Enterction Foolish things



Go for Higher Ideas



Just Keep Lord in Mind



Never Over look the Poor in suffering



Quit Reaching to Silly Gossip



Tute Unself to Victory



We Xpect You will Zoom in life
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M - Messanger rereceiving on God's Love



O - Out powering genune love



T - Trust in God



H - Heart set on things above



E - Earthly Saint



R - Restore the way of prodigal kids
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C - Compassion 





H - Humble 

 


        


      
     


R - Righteousness 
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I - Ingenious 




      









S - Sympathetic 



       





T - Tolarance 
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I - Immaculate 





A - Amnesty 

      




       


N - Nobility 
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